as shown in the table, California is expected to receive $22.9 billion, or 10.41 percent, of the nation's $221 billion, from the Medicaid program in 2009.

For scale, the diameter of a human hair is roughly 100 microns, Chamberlain says.

Same for the loopy style of handwriting; they are trained by peer pressure to like and do these things.

I have tried to appreciate less expensive alternatives and actually have, but none give me quite the pleasure the Lush bath bombs do.
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CIHI intends to publish public health expenditures data separate from general administrative costs.
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It's called the truth about the drug companies—how they deceive us and what to do about it, as straightforward a title as you'll find.
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Psychic shocks for cancer cure) suffered breast cancer and she was asked three times in the hospital.
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